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Abstract
This paper offers a formally driven quantitative analysis of stance-annotated
sentences in the Brexit Blog Corpus (BBC). Our goal is to identify features that
determine the formal profiles of six stance categories (CONTRARIETY, HYPOTHETICAL-
ITY, NECESSITY, PREDICTION, SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE and UNCERTAINTY) in a subset of the
BBC. The study has two parts: firstly, it examines a large number of formal lin-
guistic features, such as punctuation, words and grammatical categories that
occur in the sentences in order to describe the specific characteristics of each
category, and secondly, it compares characteristics in the entire data set in
order to determine stance similarities in the data set. We show that among the
six stance categories in the corpus, CONTRARIETY and NECESSITY are the most dis-
criminative ones, with the former using longer sentences, more conjunctions,
more repetitions and shorter forms than the sentences expressing other stances.
NECESSITY has longer lexical forms but shorter sentences, which are syntactically
more complex. We show that stance in our data set is expressed in sentences
with around 21 words per sentence. The sentences consist mainly of alphabeti-
cal characters forming a varied vocabulary without special forms, such as digits
or special characters.
1 Introduction
Stance-taking is grounded in the communicative situation and stance is the
speaker’s expression of his or her attitudes towards a specific topic, an event or
an idea (Du Bois 2007). In Simaki et al. (2017c), we proposed a framework
based on notional criteria of ten stance categories: AGREEMENT/DISAGREEMENT,
CERTAINTY, CONTRARIETY, HYPOTHETICALITY, NECESSITY, PREDICTION, SOURCE OF
KNOWLEDGE, TACT/RUDENESS, UNCERTAINTY, and VOLITION. The term notional refers
their meanings and functions in discourse. We compiled a corpus of social
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media text, and more specifically posts and comments from political blogs about
the 2016 UK referendum, the Brexit Blog Corpus (BBC).1
We analysed the data with respect to how the speakers positioned them-
selves on the basis of the above notional categories, and annotated these data at
sentence level. This work resulted in the stance-annotated BBC, which we here
use for an exploratory study focusing on formal aspects of stance-taking in this
study. By formal aspects, we mean the identification of frequent linguistic ways
(e.g., punctuation, specific words, grammatical categories) that authors used in
order to express a specific stance. As explained in Section 3, we make use of
six of these notional categories annotated in BBC, namely CONTRARIETY, HYPO-
THETICALITY, NECESSITY, PREDICTION, SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE and UNCERTAINTY in
order to investigate the possibility of approaching stance-taking from a radi-
cally different perspective, namely from the point of view of form, in order to
determine whether it is at all possible to identify the stance categories based on
purely formal grounds. We carry out simple basic counts at character, word and
sentence level of the sentences that are expressive of the above stance types.
Our main goal is to identify the corpus-based formal characteristics that are sig-
nificant for each stance class in order to be able to use them for future computa-
tional investigations, such as classification experiments. We use the term
stanced to designate the textual chunks where stance is detected and annotated
in BBC. Our second goal is to determine the formal profile of stance-taking in
our data set. Two research questions are at the heart of this study:
(1) Are the six stance categories different in terms of formal clues?
(2) What are the salient features of the stanced language of our data set?
The article is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present an overview of pre-
vious studies on speaker stance. In Section 3, we describe the methodology of
the present study and the corpus used. In Section 4, we present the experimental
procedure of this study. In Section 5, we evaluate and discuss the experimental
results and the findings of the current study. Finally, Section 6 concludes this
work.
2 Speaker stance and stance identification in social media
In this section, we give an overview of theoretical and computational studies of
stance in order to present the different methodologies and perspectives of each
discipline, both in the areas of speaker stance and automatic stance identifica-
tion.
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Speaker stance is firmly grounded in the speech situation and its partici-
pants. It is crucial for the social construction of meaning in different discourses.
Stance may be seen as a psychological state involving speaker beliefs, evalua-
tive ability and attitudes, and stance-taking is the performance by humans in
communication – actions taken by speakers to express their beliefs, evaluation
assessments and attitudes towards their interlocutors. Expressions of stance are
the form-meaning pairings that are used to take stance. Stance has been studied
from different perspectives under different communicative conditions. There are
studies aiming at a more general understanding of the stance concept in human
communication (Hunston and Thompson 2000; Berman et al. 2002; Du Bois
2007; Englebretson 2007), and there are others focusing on stance phenomena
in specific text types or discourses (Hyland 2005; Biber 2006), or specific stance
expressions (Conrad and Biber 2000; Hunston and Thomson 2000; Downing
2001; Kärkkäinen 2003; Paradis 2003; Gray and Biber 2014; Põldvere et al.
2016; Jiang 2017). Apart from these studies, there is work on similar, but more
restricted concepts labelled as evidentiality (Precht 2003; Ekberg and Paradis
2009; Gu 2014), modality (Facchinetti et al. 2003; Kanté 2010), subjectivity/
intersubjectivity (Benveniste 1971; White 2003; Verhagen 2005; Glynn and Sjö-
lin 2015), evaluation/appraisal (Martin and White 2003; Read and Carrol,
2010), and sentiment (Wiebe et al. 2006; Van de Kauter et al. 2015; Taboada
2016). Discourse data from academic writing (Jiang 2017), political debates
(Cabrejas-Peñuelas and Díez-Prados 2014), product reviews (Fuoli 2012),
courtroom testimonies (Tracy 2011; Chaemsaithong 2012), public discourse
(Bassiouney 2012; Paterson et al. 2015) and social media (Chiluwa and Ifukor
2015) have been studied in order to identify the speakers’ attitudes when evalu-
ating, opposing or supporting a topic/idea/event. In another study, Saurí and
Pustejovsky (2009) attempted to detect event factuality as a marker of speakers’
positioning to a specific topic, and they created the FactBank corpus, in which
the different markers of event factuality were observed, and represented.
Simaki et al. (2017c) proposed a broad and comprehensive cognitive-func-
tional framework for the analysis of speaker stance. In this framework, ten
notional categories were identified, and BBC was annotated with these stances.
The categories are described with definitions and examples in Table 1:
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Table 1: The stance categories proposed in Simaki et al. (2017c), their definition
and examples
In Table 1, the notional stance categories are presented. The table is important
for our work as six out of ten categories of this framework are used in this study.
Stance identification has also been the subject of several studies in Text
Mining in order to take a step forward in Opinion Mining. Stance classification
is connected to the fields of Subjective Language Identification (Wiebe et al.
2004), Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis (Pang and Lee 2008), where
new information about the speaker’s attitude in a given communicative situation
is derived. These topics make use of similar methodologies as studies in Text
Mining, but the purpose differs in each case. For instance, researchers in the
field of automatic stance detection may investigate whether a speaker is for or
against a topic/idea/event. The majority of these studies addresses the automatic
stance identification as a binary issue of the for-or-against positioning of the
speaker vis-à-vis a topic, idea or event. In many cases, the data used in these
studies are extracted from online forum debates or other social media sources
Stance Category Definition Example
AGREEMENT/
DISAGREEMENT
the expression of a similar or different 
opinion
Hmm, yes, I would also do the 
same.
CERTAINTY the expression of confidence as to what the 
speaker is saying
Without a doubt, you will be 
there before 6 o’clock
CONTRARIETY the expression of a compromising or a con-
trastive/comparative opinion
Despite the weather, I took him 
for a walk.
HYPOTHETICALITY the expression of a possible consequence of 
a condition
If it’s nice tomorrow, we will 
go.
NECESSITY the expression of a request, recommenda-
tion, instruction or an obligation
You have to leave before noon.
PREDICTION the expression of a guess/conjecture about 
an event




the expression of the origin of what he or 
she says
According to the news, the rate 
of interest is not going up.
TACT/RUDENESS the expression of pleasantries and unpleas-
antries
Please, do give my love to him.
UNCERTAINTY the expression of doubt as to the likelihood 
or truth of what she or he is saying
There might be a few things left 
to do.
VOLITION the expression of wishes or refusals, incli-
nations of disinclinations
If only I could remember his 
name.
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such as blogs and Twitter. In most of these studies, the data are automatically
annotated by the researchers according to the information in the title of the
thread, e.g., Supporting the woman’s right to abortion, All together against
guns, Abolish the death penalty now!, or to indices like the hashtags that are
mostly used in Twitter but in other networks too, i.e., #not, #pro, #pride.
Table 2 gives a summary of studies in stance classification, the data used in
each one of them, and the best classification accuracy they achieved in their
classification experiments.
Table 2: Studies in stance classification and their performance in chronological
order
All the studies in Table 2 implement stance classification methods using
machine learning techniques and data extracted from social media sources from
2010 to 2016. The column on the right hand side presents the best result in terms
of classification accuracy achieved in each study. More precisely, this value
shows the percentage of the correctly classified texts to the corresponding stance
category depending on the classification features and algorithms used in each
case. The studies included in Table 2 show the research interest of the Text Min-
ing community in the stance classification task. The high classification accura-
cies prove the efficacy of the classification algorithms and the features used to
Authors Data Classification
 accuracy
Somasundaran and Wiebe (2010) 4-topic ideological online debates 63.93%
Anand et al. (2011) 14-topic two-sided debates 69.00%
Walker et al. (2012b) 14-topic two-sided debates 75.00%
Walker et al. (2012a) Internet Argument Corpus (Walker et al. 
2012c)
88.00%
Hasan and Ng (2013a) 4 different data sets 75.00%
Hasan and Ng (2013b) 4 different data sets 75.90%
Hasan and Ng (2013c) 4 different data sets 75.40%
Hasan and Ng (2014) 4 different data sets of ideological debates 69.00%
Faulkner (2014) International Corpus for Learner English 
(ICLE: Granger 2003)
82.00%
Ferreira and Vlachos (2016) Emergent data set 73.00%
Mohammad et al. (2016) Twitter data set 69.00%
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resolve this problem. Some of these methods and features were used in the
present study. While most studies address stance classification as a binary issue
(for/against), Persing and Ng (2016) annotated student essays with six stance
values (Agree Strongly, Agree Somewhat, Neutral, Disagree Somewhat, and Dis-
agree Strongly), and they proposed two sets of novel, stance-taking, path-related
features and knowledge-based features. The implementation of their feature sets
with n-grams and Faulkner’s (2014) features outperformed previous baselines,
and reduced the stance identification error to 11.3% and 5.3% (micro and macro
F-score respectively).
In addition to the studies listed in Table 2, many researchers have worked on
stance identification without following a classification methodology. For
instance, Sridar et al. (2014) investigated the performance of linguistic and rela-
tional features in a subset of the Internet Argument Corpus (Walker et al.
2012c), which is a text collection based on online debates on various topics.
They showed the significance of features that reflect more complex interactions
among writers, and between writers and their posts. In a study of social media
text, Rajadesingan and Liu (2014) identified different types of stance-taking, for
or against a topic, in a collection of tweets from more than 100,000 different
Twitter users, using their ReLP (Retweet-based Label Propagation) framework.
From a different perspective, Kucher et al. (2016b) created the uVSAT tool for
visual stance analysis to support interactive exploration of time-series data asso-
ciated with online social media documents. The uVSAT tool contains multiple
approaches for analysing text data and identifying stance markers in order to
prepare a stance-oriented training data set.
3 Methodology and data description
3.1 Methodology
In the present study, a formally driven linguistic analysis of stanced sentences
from blog sources is performed. The first goal is to derive linguistic clues of dif-
ferentiation among the sentences that are annotated with different stances in
order to determine the formal profile for each stance. To this end, we need to
understand the nature of this text type, and its characteristics. In social media
text, and more specifically in blog text, features of informal language are com-
mon, e.g., special characters, emoticons, and expressions or structures that are
not frequent in formal written discourse. Another characteristic is the use of dia-
logic interaction that makes social media text an informal written oral discourse
type (Simaki 2015). Similar features been used the analysis of social media text
for a variety of purposes, such as authorship attribution (e.g., Stamatatos et al.
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2000, 2001; Stamatatos 2009), genre detection (e.g., Kessler et al. 1997), topic
or trend detection (e.g., Cataldi et al. 2010; Mathioudakis and Koudas 2010),
gender, age and/or personality identification (e.g., Mukherjee and Liu 2010;
Peersman et al. 2011; Nguyen et al. 2013; Simaki et al. 2015a, 2015b, 2017a),
author’s profiling (e.g., Schwartz et al. 2013), opinion mining and sentiment
analysis (e.g., Pang and Lee 2008; Pak and Paroubek 2010). 
The second goal is to highlight the similarities – in terms of linguistic char-
acteristics – among all sentences and create a general profile of the BBC subset.
For that purpose, a manually annotated text collection with ten core stance cate-
gories (Simaki et al. 2017c) extracted from political blogs was used. The six
most frequent categories, out of the ten in the full data set, were selected and
explored. Formal characteristics at character, word and sentence level were
derived, and their appearance and frequency in the data set were examined and
quantified. In Table 3, we present the characteristics investigated in our study.
Similar features were used in studies that implement various text classification
tasks, such as genre, gender and age identification, authorship attribution and
other aspects (Zheng et al. 2006; Simaki et al. 2015a, 2015). They proved to be
important clues for the purpose of this study. We used simple linguistic features
for this first analytical attempt at a formal investigation of these stance catego-
ries. After evaluating the corpus at character, lexical and sentence level, we can
continue with analyses that are more refined.
Table 3: The linguistic characteristics used in the present study
Linguistic features
Character level
Number of special characters/ total number of characters2
Number of punctuation symbols/ total number of characters3
Number of spaces/ total number of characters
Number of upper case characters/ total number of characters
Number of alphabetical characters/ total number of characters
Number of digit characters/ total number of characters
Average sentence length in terms of characters
Lexical level
Average word length
Number of short words (less than four characters)/ total number of characters
Average sentence length in terms of words
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In Table 3, the features are grouped into three linguistic levels. The rationale for
this grouping is not based on the type of the metric that is used for the calcula-
tion of the feature, but is based on the information that each feature provides at
different levels of linguistic analysis. More specifically, the character level fea-
tures inform us about basic metrics at character level such as the length of the
sentence in terms of characters, the frequency of alphabetical letters, or digits in
the data. These items are not per se informative entities from which we can
derive safe conclusions about language patterns in our data set. However, the
features in this group support further conclusions about the lexical or sentence
level of analysis when combined with findings from the other two feature
groups. For instance, the number of the spaces provides insights about the
speaker’s lexical choices when combined with the short-word and the word-
length parameters. The lexical level features link to a deeper level of linguistic
analysis, and provide useful insights about the lexical choices that people make
when expressing different stances, and the vocabulary variation of the stanced
discourse. Finally, the third feature group consists of metrics that support the
conclusions related to the syntactic structure of stanced discourse. In this cate-
gory, we have included even simple character-based metrics, such as the fre-
quency of various punctuation marks, which is informative in the light of how a
sentence is structured, how syntactically complex it is, whether subclauses are
part of the sentence, and its orientation regarding sentence type (declarative,
exclamation, etc.). Also, the calculations of the frequency of the grammatical
categories support conclusions about syntactic patterns that can be detected in
the sentences. There are 29 features in total on which we perform statistical
Number of different words/ total number of words4
Hapax legomena/ total number of words5








Frequency of 10 different POS tags (10 features)7
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tests. The statistical findings are evaluated and discussed in terms of the formal
profile of the stanced language in our data set and the profiles of its individual
stance categories.
3.2 Data description
In the present study, we use a subset of BBC (the rationale of the stance frame-
work described in Section 2). The data were manually annotated according to
the total semantic information of the sentence (for the annotation protocol that
was followed, see Appendix 1) – each one of them was considered as a whole
construction – and the annotation agreement results were tested and evaluated
(see Appendix 2). In many cases, more than one of these notional categories
could be identified in the same sentence, and in that case, the annotators attrib-
uted them to the sentence. BBC consists of 1,682 annotated sentences. In Table
4, we present the distribution of these sentences in relation to the stance catego-
ries, and the average number of words per sentence for each stance. 
Table 4: The ten stance categories, the number of sentences/stance, and the aver-
age word number/sentence for each stance in BBC
Table 4 shows the ten stance categories in BBC from the most frequent stance
type to the least frequent one, the total number of sentences annotated, and the
Stance category Number of sentences Average number of 
words/sentence
CONTRARIETY 352 23.46
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average number of words per sentence for each stance category. The data set
used in this study focuses on six categories. They are CONTRARIETY, SOURCE OF
KNOWLEDGE, PREDICTION, NECESSITY, UNCERTAINTY, and HYPOTHETICALITY. These cat-
egories were the most frequently used categories in BBC. They were also the
ones with the highest scores of inter-annotator agreement, which means that the
annotators agreed on the annotation decision to a high degree (see Appendix 2).
These categories constitute a data set of 1,462 sentences (31,331 words;
150,190 characters). The data were retrieved from June to August 2015 using
the Gavagai API.8 The blog post texts were detected using seed words such as
Brexit, EU referendum, pro-Europe, europhiles, eurosceptics, United States of
Europe, David Cameron, Downing Street. We created a list of about 50 seed
words based on our judgement about the upcoming referendum and its key fig-
ures, and we then searched for the URLs referring to any of them. The URLs
were retrieved and filtered so that only links ending in wordpress.com, blog-
ger.com, blogspot.* or similar sources from http://www.lobbyplanet.eu/links/
eu-blog were selected. The texts were segmented into sentences, and sentences
in quotes were excluded from these data because our focus is on stance-taking
by the speakers only (not reported stance-taking). Next, the data set that was
subsequently annotated consisted of randomly selected sentences. We did not
keep any author-, time-, source-, context-related information in the final data set
for the annotators. The basic idea was to annotate the sentences based on the
semantic information that the sentences themselves provided (in terms of
stance-taking) without metadata information. Questions were not included in
the corpus, which was a decision made at a previous stage of our research, when
we set the requirements for the data collection and processing of BBC. Our
scope was restricted to affirmation as the main expression type for speaker
stance. 
4 Linguistic analysis of stance-annotated data
In this section, we present the occurrences of our data. We used the NLTK9 tool-
kit for the estimation of the features (feature extraction process). In Table 5, we
show the mean values of the features for each stance category. All our features
(as shown in Table 3) are normalised in order to have values in a scale from 0 to
1. Table 5 presents the mean value of each feature in the sentences of each
stance category, and henceforth we use the feature names as presented in the
first column of the table.
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Special characters 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001
Punctuation 0.020 0.021 0.025 0.020 0.019 0.019
Spaces 0.167 0.171 0.163 0.166 0.163 0.166
Upper case characters 0.026 0.026 0.035 0.033 0.030 0.028
Alphabetical characters 0.810 0.808 0.810 0.812 0.814 0.814
Digit characters 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.002
Short words 0.433 0.437 0.419 0.413 0.403 0.417
Average word length 0.040 0.041 0.061 0.050 0.041 0.044
Average sentence length/
characters
0.479 0.500 0.417 0.462 0.503 0.463
Average sentence length/
words
0.554 0.536 0.433 0.498 0.540 0.507
Different words 0.910 0.920 0.936 0.932 0.932 0.931
Hapax legomena 0.835 0.852 0.883 0.874 0.876 0.874
Hapax dislegomena 0.062 0.057 0.045 0.050 0.045 0.047
Comma frequency 0.383 0.343 0.248 0.263 0.320 0.280
Full stop frequency 0.510 0.539 0.643 0.624 0.556 0.597
Exclamation mark frequency 0.006 0.005 0.012 0.010 0.011 0.010
Colon frequency 0.008 0.005 0.008 0.006 0.009 0.002
Semicolon frequency 0.010 0.003 0.011 0.008 0.009 0.019
Quotation mark frequency 0.080 0.101 0.075 0.081 0.091 0.089
Noun frequency 0.248 0.233 0.249 0.247 0.273 0.234
Pronoun frequency 0.062 0.072 0.075 0.058 0.053 0.065
Adjective frequency 0.083 0.071 0.074 0.089 0.084 0.091
Verb frequency 0.169 0.181 0.191 0.162 0.181 0.175
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We performed a two-step statistical analysis in order to identify the significant
difference for each feature among the six stance categories. In a first step, the
one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used. The one-way ANOVA
determines whether there are significant differences between the means of three
or more (in the present study six) independent groups. More specifically, we
wanted to test the means of 29 features for the six stance categories. We tested
the null hypothesis (H0), and if it was rejected there were at least two group
means that were significantly different from each other. 
The ANOVA F-value is estimated with the commonly used a=0.05 (5% sig-
nificance level, 95% confidence interval). The corresponding p-value was also
estimated, and when p<0.05 there is a significant difference. In Tables 6 and 7,
we show the results for the linguistic features whose results confirmed the null
hypothesis (Table 6) and the features that rejected H0 (Table 7).
Table 6: The features with no significant difference among the stance categories
Adverb frequency 0.079 0.061 0.060 0.072 0.062 0.074
Preposition frequency 0.146 0.152 0.149 0.139 0.159 0.131
Conjunction frequency 0.046 0.028 0.025 0.032 0.023 0.031
Interjection frequency 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Determiner frequency 0.109 0.119 0.111 0.115 0.109 0.117
Particle frequency 0.003 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003
Linguistic features F-value P-value
Exclamation mark frequency 0.306 0.909
Colon frequency 0.402 0.847
Quotation mark frequency 0.518 0.762
Particle frequency 0.846 0.516
Determiner frequency 1.063 0.378
Semicolon frequency 1.140 0.336
Special characters 1.227 0.293
Interjection frequency 1.341 0.244
Upper case characters 1.568 0.165
Alphabetical characters 1.642 0.145
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Table 6 presents the features that confirmed H0, i.e., their p-value is greater than
0.05, and the F-value is smaller than 2.220, which is the critical value (Fcrit) of
the ANOVA test (FcritA) according to the confidence interval used in this case.
We observe that ten out of 29 features confirm the null hypothesis. In this case,
no significant differences are observed among the group means, which means
that these features are similar across the six stance categories. If we look closer
at the results of Table 6, we see that three out of seven character features and
seven out of 16 sentence features are the same among the six stances, and that
none of the lexical features confirmed the H0.
Table 7: The features with significant difference among the stance categories
Table 7 presents the 19 out of 29 features that have rejected the H0. Their p-
value is smaller than 0.05 and the F-value is greater than 2.220, which is the Fcrit
according to the confidence interval used in this case. We see that all word-
Linguistic features F-value P-value
Average word length 20.438 0.000
Conjunction frequency 15.612 0.000
Average sentence length/words 10.600 0.000
Comma frequency 9.422 0.000
Full stop frequency 7.671 0.000
Hapax legomena 6.750 0.000
Different words 6.633 0.000
Average sentence length/characters 5.647 0.000
Punctuation 5.466 0.000
Hapax dislegomena 5.504 0.000
Preposition frequency 5.199 0.000
Noun frequency 5.165 0.000
Spaces 4.883 0.000
Verb frequency 4.538 0.000
Adverb frequency 4.331 0.000
Pronoun frequency 4.272 0.000
Short words 3.413 0.004
Adjective frequency 3.085 0.008
Digit characters 2.876 0.013
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based characteristics proved to be clues of differentiation among the six stance
categories. From the other two groups, four character and nine sentence level
features have different group means. Our first important finding is that all word-
based features (six out of six) are significantly different, as they rejected the H0.
The findings in Table 7 presents information about the exploration of the
whole set of formal features which may or may not be significant for the identi-
fication of different stances. Although many of these features are clues that may
not make any sense one by one, a key question for this exploratory study is
whether there is useful ‘hidden’ information that becomes evident when they
are combined with other characteristics. Table 7 features three main aspects of
our data set: the length of words and sentences, the syntactic structure of the
sentences, and the lexical variation in the sentences. The combination of the
average word length, average sentence length/characters, average sentence
length/words, spaces and short words shows that the length of the sentences and
the forms in the data set are important factors for the differentiation of the sen-
tences expressing different stances. This means that our findings with regard to
sentence length and word length as clues of differentiation in stanced sentences
are motivated by more than one feature. For instance, if we combine the spaces
feature with short words and average sentence length/characters features, we
see that their highest values are observed for the sentences that express
HYPOTHETICALITY; see Table 5. The features related to the syntactic structure of
stanced sentences are the combination of the frequencies of conjunctions, com-
mas, full stops, punctuation, prepositions, pronouns, and verbs. For instance,
the comma feature can be combined with the conjunctions features, and their
highest values are observed for CONTRARIETY. This highlights a frequent pattern
observed in contrastive sentences, namely the use of comma before or after a
contrastive form, e.g., ‘but’, ‘however,’, etc. Furthermore, if we combine the
highest frequencies of verbs and pronouns, we find them for expressions of
NECESSITY. The NECESSITY sentences feature a salient syntactic pattern of pronoun
+ must/need/have to in sentences expressing recommendations and instruc-
tions, i.e., what is necessary to do. Finally, the features that inform us about the
lexical choices that speakers expressing different stances have made are the fre-
quencies of hapax legomena, different words, hapax dislegomena, nouns,
adverbs, and adjectives. These characteristics provide formal insights not only
about salient grammatical categories in the data of each stance category, but in
some cases, they are also indications of lexical variation. For instance, in the
case of CONTRARIETY, different words and hapax legomena show the lowest val-
ues among all other stances, while the highest frequency of hapax dislegomena
(forms repeated twice in the sentence) is observed. This highlights that in this
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stance category, the vocabulary is quite limited in terms of different forms vari-
ation, and speakers tend to repeat the same forms in their sentences.
Another interesting observation is that the punctuation feature (that mea-
sures the frequency of all punctuation marks) is among the discriminatory fea-
tures, while only the comma and full stop features turned out to be
discriminatory too, and none of the other punctuation marks are significant. This
may be due to the high frequency of commas and full stops in the data, which
influences the ratio of the punctuation marks feature, resulting in its signifi-
cance. The rest of the punctuation marks show relatively low frequencies in our
data, which means that they appear rarely in the corpus. A more detailed inter-
pretation of the feature combinations and the information that can be extracted
from their values are presented in Section 5.
The one-way ANOVA was the first step in our study. In order to determine
which specific groups differed from each other, we performed the Scheffé post-
hoc test (Scheffé 1959). The Scheffé test is a conservative single-step multiple
comparison procedure, which applies to the set of estimates of all possible con-
trasts among the factor level means, not just the pairwise differences that are
considered by the Tukey-Kramer method (Tukey 1949). In this test, the group
means and the ANOVA findings were used in order to see if there were differ-
ences or not among the combinations of two groups. In our case, the combina-
tions were 15. To find the F-value of the Scheffé test (FS), we compared all
groups two by two. We calculated the Fcrit value of the Scheffé test (FcritS),
which compared to the FS tells us if there is a significant difference between the
means of two groups. This value is equal to 11.101 in our case. If FS>FcritS then
there is a significant difference between the means of the two categories. In
Table 8, we show the Scheffé post-hoc test results for the 19 features that
rejected the ANOVA’s null hypothesis for the 15 paired combinations of the six
stance categories. The values highlighted in yellow are the ones that proved to
be significant and the values in orange are the ones that are not significant, but
their value is close to the Scheffé critical value.
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Table 8: The Scheffé post-hoc test results. In yellow the significant values and in
orange the values that are close to the Scheffé critical value
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In Table 8, we present the FS for all 19 distinctive features in each one of the 15
stance categories combinations. In the following section, we analyse these
results.
5 Discussion
In this study, we explored the potential of approaching stance from a formal
angle in order to be able to get a better grasp of stance and stance-taking in text.
We explored the language of stanced sentences in a subset of BBC. Our hypoth-
esis that ‘it is possible to detect distinctive linguistic clues where different
stances are employed in social media text’ was confirmed. We showed that writ-
ers’ formal choices, even at character-level, are informative clues for the identi-
fication of stance-taking in discourse. After retrieving standard formal features
from our corpus and performing statistical analyses, we are in a position of mak-
ing the following statements:
(1) There are linguistic characteristics (10 in total) that are common to all
stanced sentences in our data set.
(2) We observed that 19 out of 29 linguistic characteristics are clues of dif-
ferentiation among the six stance categories.
(3) There are features that are significant in more stance combinations
than other characteristics, and there are stance categories where stance
can be identified in a more prominent way (in terms of linguistic
choices), resulting in a more distinct formal profile.
Concerning the first statement, we observed that the ten linguistic characteristics
that are common in stanced sentences in the BBC subset involve the less com-
monly used punctuation (use of exclamation, and quotation marks, semicolon,
colon), special characters, alphabetical characters, the use of upper case charac-
ters, the use of interjections, particles and determiners. The distribution of these
characteristics among all six stance categories points to the linguistic profile of
stanced discourse in the corpus. In this data set, the writers do not make much
use of punctuation characters other than full stops and commas (structural punc-
tuation characters). Another interesting observation is that the use of special
characters is also low. The stanced sentences of our data are mostly affirmative,
and writers make most often use of alphabetical characters (the digit characters
feature is a clue of differentiation, but it does not occur often in in the corpus),
without using emoticons (which are basically combinations of punctuation
marks and special characters sequences) or other non-linguistic clues to express
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their stance. The low number of upper-case characters suggests that not many
proper names or acronyms are used in the sentences, even though we expected
to see some entities thematically related to the political topic discussed, e.g.,
country names and politicians’ names. The use of particles such as the infinitive
to is also low, and the use of determiners is balanced among all six stance cate-
gories.
The existence of common formal features among all stance categories
enables us to construct the profile of the stanced sentences in the BBC subset.
We showed that bloggers and blog commentators mainly use standard means of
expression (lexical items) in stanced expressions relating to the six categories
we tested. In contrast to other social media texts, they avoid using special char-
acters, interjections, digits, or less commonly used punctuation in contrast, for
instance to Twitter users, who make frequent use of such elements (Park et al.
2014). In future studies, it will be an interesting point to evaluate if this observa-
tion only applies to the stanced sentences of BBC, or if it can be generalised to
stanced sentences in other corpora. Our findings regarding the non-discrimina-
tory features can only be understood as indications of a pattern in these data. In
any case, it seems reasonable to assume that the writers of BBC’s sentences
explicitly express their opinions with words, without making any non-linguistic
forms. If we also take a look at the features that appear to be significantly differ-
ent among the stances, we see that the length of the stanced sentences in our data
set varies, and a quick look at the average sentence length in terms of word num-
ber per stance category in the data shows a mean of 21 words per sentence. In
order for us to characterise the sentences of BBC as short or long, various
sources were used where information about the optimal sentence length in terms
of readability and ease of understanding is provided. In the guidelines on the
official British e-government platform,10 the recommended length is up to 25
words per sentence, where in the Plain English Campaign11 the optimal sentence
length is between 15 and 20 words. The writers use many short lexical items
(high frequency of short words) and their vocabulary is varied (high number of
hapax legomena and different words). In a further step, calculation of stop
words, i.e. very common words such as the, has, a, would shed more light on the
lexical structuring of the sentences of different stances.
Concerning the second statement, we detected 19 features of discriminatory
linguistic choices in stance-annotated discourse in the BBC subset among the
six stance categories. The majority of these features are word-based, which
means that writers make different lexical choices according to the different
stances they take. Among the sentences annotated with different stances, we
observe significant differences in terms of sentence length, word length, lexical
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variation, use of commas, digits, spaces, and full stops. Some of these features
can be grouped together as characteristics related to sentence length, form and
syntactic structure (full stops, punctuation, commas, spaces, sentence length in
terms of words and characters, digits), and to lexical forms (word length, short
words, different words, hapax legomena, and dislegomena). This observation
about the second group of distinctive linguistic clues calls for a follow-up
semantic analysis in order to identify the semantic choices in different stances.
Regarding the third statement, we evaluated the significant features and their
values among the different stance combinations. In 12 out of 15 stance category
combinations, we show that there is a statistically significant difference at least
on at least one linguistic parameter. The most frequent features that are clues of
differentiation are word length, frequency of conjunctions, and sentence length
in terms of words, which are statistically important in five to seven stance cate-
gory combinations. We note that these three discriminatory characteristics differ
in the data for the different stance categories. It is more frequent for expressions
that involve CONTRARIETY or NECESSITY. The reason for this may be that the values
of word length, conjunction frequency and sentence length in terms of words in
these two stance categories show the highest deviation from one another. The
average word length in CONTRARIETY shows the lowest value and in NECESSITY the
highest value (0.040 and 0.61 respectively), whereas the average sentence length
in CONTRARIETY shows the highest values and in NECESSITY the lowest one (0.55
and 0.43 respectively). From another point of view, CONTRARIETY sentences show
the second highest values of spaces and short words (0.167 and 0.433), while
NECESSITY sentences appear to have lower values in these two features (0.163 in
spaces, and 0.419 in short words). The sentences annotated for CONTRARIETY con-
tain more and shorter words than the sentences annotated for NECESSITY. The fre-
quency of conjunctions, finally, shows the highest value in CONTRARIETY and the
lowest in NECESSITY among all other stances (0.046 for CONTRARIETY and 0.025
for NECESSITY).
Hapax legomena and the different words (in terms of different types) are dis-
criminative clues for four stance combinations, and they appear most often
where CONTRARIETY combines with another stance. These two features have the
lowest means in this stance category (0.835 for the hapax legomena and 0.910
for the different words) and we observe that for CONTRARIETY there is limited lex-
ical variation, and a less varied vocabulary as can be seen in Table 4. Punctua-
tion is also a clue to differentiation in four combinations. In all of them
NECESSITY has the highest mean value (0.025) among all stance categories. In
three stance category combinations involving CONTRARIETY, full stops, commas,
and hapax dislegomena appear to be important features of differentiation. Full
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stops for CONTRARIETY have the lowest mean (0.510) among all the categories
and commas and hapax dislegomena the highest ones (0.383 and 0.062 accord-
ingly).
Besides simple linguistic clues of differentiation at character, lexical and
sentence level, we demonstrated that seven sentence features, labelled syntactic
features, are discriminative across stances. Conjunctions appeared to be one of
them, and CONTRARIETY sentences show the highest frequency of conjunctions
(0.046) in relation to all the other five stances. This is due to contrastive forms
(apart from, but) used when contrariness is adopted by the speaker, as shown in
Examples (1)–(2).
(1) FeuroEveryone can see that - apart from the SNP.
(2) NZDUSD and AUDUSD increased as well, but the bearish are fighting
back in these pairs.
CONTRARIETY also differs from NECESSITY, SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE and HYPOTHETI-
CALITY, in terms of adverb frequency use. The former has the highest mean value
(0.079) and the latter three the lowest mean values (0.060 – 0.62).The frequent
use of prepositions and nouns is a characteristic of sentences annotated as
SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE. This stance category demonstrates the highest mean
value of preposition use (0.159) and shows a significant difference from PREDIC-
TION and UNCERTAINTY that show the lowest values (0.139 and 0.131 respec-
tively). Concerning the noun frequency, we have a similar picture for SOURCE OF
KNOWLEDGE showing the highest mean value (0.273), while HYPOTHETICALITY and
UNCERTAINTY show the lowest values (0.233 and 0.234 respectively). The fre-
quency of verbs is a clue of differentiation in sentences where NECESSITY (0.191)
is compared with CONTRARIETY (0.169) and with PREDICTION (0.162). The high
number of verbs and pronouns per sentence is a characteristic of NECESSITY, and
pronoun frequency appears to be a discriminative clue between NECESSITY
(0.075) and SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE (0.053), which are the two categories where
the two extreme values of these features are observed. The adjective feature
appears to be among the least useful clue of stance differentiation in terms of the
ANOVA results. It did not have any significant differences in the Scheffé test. 
We also show that in three out of 15 stance combinations the features do not
have any significant differences. The three stance combinations that do not
exhibit any discriminatory characteristics are HYPOTHETICALITY – PREDICTION,
HYPOTHETICALITY – UNCERTAINTY, and PREDICTION – UNCERTAINTY. Our findings so
far do not reveal any indications regarding the relation of the two first pairs. Fur-
ther analyses of the lexical forms used in HYPOTHETICALITY, and comparison with
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the lexical forms used in the other two stances, may point to constructions that
HYPOTHETICALITY shares with PREDICTION and UNCERTAINTY. The lack of significant
differences for the pair PREDICTION – UNCERTAINTY may have different reasons.
One reason may be that UNCERTAINTY and PREDICTION are difficult notions to iden-
tify and annotate (low inter-annotator agreement scores, 0.57 for the PREDICTION
and 0.62 for the UNCERTAINTY). This is a likely explanation because PREDICTION
always involves some level of UNCERTAINTY since it is about the future, and
hence something that is uncertain. Another explanation based on our previous
study of sentence-level stance annotation of the BBC (Simaki et al. 2017c) is
that the stance categories whose combinations have similar feature mean values
and co-occur frequently in BBC’s sentences share common constructions and
forms in many cases, more precisely the combinations HYPOTHETICALITY – PREDIC-
TION and PREDICTION – UNCERTAINTY. In 86 sentences, the annotators attributed
both PREDICTION and UNCERTAINTY as annotation labels, and in 23 sentences, they
attributed both HYPOTHETICALITY and PREDICTION.
With respect to the combinations that have different feature values when
combined with each other, we observe that CONTRARIETY is a highly discrimina-
tive category compared to the other stances. In all five possible combinations,
CONTRARIETY is significantly different in terms of five out of 12 features. In most
combinations, we find three common characteristics that are important: the con-
junctions, the hapax legomena and the ratio of different words. The last two fea-
tures have the lowest mean values in this category among all other five stances.
Generally speaking, we see that CONTRARIETY uses more repeated forms. If we
take into account the word and sentence length that appears to be among the sig-
nificant features in some of the combinations, the lexical forms used in sen-
tences annotated as CONTRARIETY are shorter, and they are found in longer
sentences.
NECESSITY is the second most discriminative stance category, which, like
CONTRARIETY, differs from the other stance in all five combinations. In these
combinations, significant differences are observed in four to 12 features, and
two of them are clues of differentiation in all NECESSITY comparisons to other
stances: word length and sentence length in terms of words. The mean value of
the first feature is the highest (0.061) among all other stance categories, and the
mean value of the latter one is the lowest (0.43) one in the NECESSITY case. The
high frequency of verbs in the NECESSITY sentences is an indication that there is a
tendency of using subordinate clauses, which can be supported also by the high
frequency of pronouns. When writers express NECESSITY, they use longer lexical
forms but shorter sentences that are syntactically more complex. The punctua-
tion feature also appears to be important in four out of five of the NECESSITY com-
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binations, as in this category it shows the highest value (0.025) among all other
stances. Another observation is that SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE is the second longest
stance category after CONTRARIETY in terms of both word and sentence length. 
In Figure 1, we provide an overview of the stanced sentences in BBC. We
summarise the important clues of differentiation among the six stance categories
in Figure 1:
Figure 1: The most important characteristics of the six types of categories in BBC.
6 Conclusions
This exploratory study aimed to uncover whether stance in argumentative sen-
tences from blog sources can be identified on purely formal grounds, which
would benefit automatic identification of stance-taking in discourse. Two
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six stance categories are different in terms of formal clues, and (ii) what the
salient features of the stanced discourse in a subset from BBC are. We described
linguistic characteristics at character, lexical and sentence level in a stance-
annotated data set, in order to derive elements of similarity and differentiation
among six core stance categories in sentences from BBC. We showed that our
data contain sentences with a limited number of special characters, interjections,
digits, or less commonly used punctuation. The writers make use of a varied
vocabulary when they express stance. We also found the differences across the
six stance types and concluded that CONTRARIETY and NECESSITY are the most dis-
criminative stance categories. The former makes use of longer sentences and
shorter words, more conjunctions, and more repeated forms than all other
stances. The latter makes use of longer lexical forms and shorter sentences.
These findings can be further analysed and expanded to other disciplines
and purposes. From a Text Mining perspective, classification experiments based
on the feature set analysed in the present study could be performed, as well as
other NLP tasks in text analysis of stanced discourse. In addition, these formal
features will provide useful information about stance types in the task of identi-
fication of new stance markers. The present study provides the initial insights to
increase our understanding of the role of formal marking that can be useful for
the retrieval of data on the basis of functional – notional categories, since man-
ual annotation is time-consuming and costly. Our findings suggest radically new
paths and new knowledge about the investigation of writers’ attitudes in dis-
course generally or under specific communicative circumstances. The features
used in this study were tested and analysed in Simaki et al. (2017b) as part of a
broader feature set that also included the present six stance categories. The clas-
sification results of that study support our findings and conclusions here, and
show that CONTRARIETY and NECESSITY are the most discriminative categories in
the corpus. This indicates that the proposed framework is a robust point of
departure for further studies in speaker stance identification. As a future step,
the features used here will have to be analysed in more depth in order to deter-
mine their full potential as informative clues for stance identification for compu-
tational purposes (feature selection), and to sift out new data for new
experimentation. This stance framework and the linguistic patterns derived here
should also be evaluated in different types of texts from social media or other
sources. Our categories and the linguistic clues that are related to each stance
type can be of great value for applications for product and service reviews. Also,
a very interesting future aspect of our study would be to uncover the sociodemo-
graphic information of speakers as a function of stance-taking, or vice versa
stance-taking as a function of speaker sociodemographics.
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Notes
1. The Brexit Blog Corpus (BBC) is publicly available through the Swedish
National Data Service (SND): https://snd.gu.se/en/catalogue/study/snd1037
2. Measures the frequency of the ˜ , @, /, $, %, ˆ , &, *, -, =, +, >, < symbols.
3. Measures the frequency of the (, ), [, ]. —, ,, ;, ?, ., !, :, ’, “, ” symbols.
4. Measures the frequency of different forms within a sentence.
5. Measures the frequency of forms appearing once in the sentence.
6. Measures the frequency of forms appearing twice in the sentence.
7. The features of this category are based on the Penn Treebank tagset (that
NLTK’s default tagger uses), and they are grouped into the following gram-
matical categories: nouns (NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS), pronouns (PRP, WP,
WP$, PRP$), adjectives (JJ, JJS, JJR), verbs (VBG, VBD,VBN, VBP, VBZ,
VB), adverbs (RB, WRB, RBS, RBR), prepositions (TO, IN), conjunctions
(CC), interjections (UH), determiners (DT, WDT), and particles (RP).




12. StaViCTA project: http://cs.lnu.se/stavicta/
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Appendix 1: The protocol followed in the annotation process of BBC. Two
annotators, one who is a professional translator with a Licentiate degree in
English Linguistics and the other one with a PhD in Computational Linguistics,
carried out the annotations independently of one another. For the ALVA annota-
tion tool, see Kucher et al. (2016a, 2017).
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CONTRARIETY 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.71
HYPOTHETICALITY 0.78 0.76 0.79 0.77
NECESSITY 0.77 0.75 0.79 0.76
PREDICTION 0.57 0.52 0.78 0.75
SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE 0.53 0.47 0.72 0.68
UNCERTAINTY 0.62 0.58 0.81 0.79
CERTAINTY 0.21 0.20 0.58 0.58
AGREEMENT/DISAGREEMENT 0.45 0.42 0.67 0.65
TACT/RUDENESS 0.55 0.54 0.78 0.77
VOLITION 0.44 0.43 0.71 0.70
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